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Abstract: "Digital Scholarly Editing is one of the core fields 
in Digital Humanities. It clearly connects one of the most 
venerable practices and methods of the humanities with 
the fundamentally different approach of digital scholar-
ship. From the point of view of theory or perhaps even 
epistemology, we can consider Digital Editing a perfect 
test case to probe the assumption that there is a "funda-
mental change" in approach between traditional and digi-
tal scholarship. From the point of view of method, we are 
witnessing the further development and transformation of 
a method that has been developed over centuries. From 
the point of view of practice we have yet to identify and 
then perhaps grant canonical status to current best practi-
ces in the creation of scholarly editions. …



… All three perspectives demand a reliable empirical 
"fundament" which can be obtained by the criticism, 
comparison, and careful evaluation of current digital 
editions. In order to facilitate this, a list of assessment 
criteria has been created which serves as a basis for 
extensive reviews published in a dedicated online 
journal. By discussing the various items on the criteria 
list, we can observe whether with traditional versus 
digital editing we are talking about two completely 
different things or whether the core challenges in editing 
have to a large extent remained the same."
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What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

Everything 
already 

said?
Patrick Sahle, 

Den Haag, 2012, 
http://prezi.com/

mdt8efbe3o3a/

Print forthcoming: 
Digital Scholarly Editing. 

Theory, Practice and 
Future Perspectives. Ed. 

by Matthew Driscoll 
and Elena Pierazzo. 

Cambridge: Open Book 
Publishers, 2016



What is a Scholarly Edition?

Edition ist die erschließende Wiedergabe 
historischer Dokumente

A Scholarly Edition is the critical 
representation of historical documents.

L'édition scientifique consiste en la 
représentation critique des documents 
historiques



What is a Scholarly Edition?

- representation?

- critical?

- documents?

- historical?

A Scholarly Edition is the critical
representation of historical documents



What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

• old goals!
• ground work for further research

• critically produce the best text possible

• stabilization, canonization, referencability

• new goals?
• changing theoretical assumptions

• new expectations towards editions

• further usage scenarios

A Scholarly Digital Edition is a scholarly
edition that is guided by a digital paradigm



What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

• is published with digital media

• cannot be printed without a essential loss 
of content or functionality

 a digitized edition is not a digital edition

A Scholarly Digital Edition is a scholarly 
edition that is guided by a digital paradigm



What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

- multimedia

- network

- process over product

- actors and roles

- complexity

- boundlessness?

A Scholarly Digital Edition is a scholarly
edition that is guided by a digital paradigm



What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

1. at the heart of the matter?

2. easy: single source principle

3. consequence: transmedialization thesis

A Scholarly Digital Edition is a scholarly
edition that is guided by a digital paradigm

Zwischen Mediengebundenheit und Transmedialisierung. 

Anmerkungen zum Verhältnis von Edition und Medien. 
In: editio 24 (2010), S. 23-36.



What is a Scholarly Digital Edition?

„the essence of the current media change
is not a transition from analog to digital 
media but a shift from thinking in media

to thinking in models and data“

A Scholarly Digital Edition is a scholarly
edition that is guided by a digital paradigm



Editorial Science?

1. a long tradition

2. various approaches and schools

3. electronic and digital editions

4. practice and theory







How to develop digital scholarship?

• theory and practice

• visibility

• discourse & evaluation

• acknowledgement

• credibility, crediting





Best Practice?

digitale-edition.de









Why evaluate?

• contribute to the discussion on theory 
and practice

• secure good practice

• consolidate methodology

• improve usability through convergence

• foster acknowledgment and crediting



Evaluation guidelines?

• Fotis Jannidis: Bewertungskriterien für 
elektronische Editionen, 1999

• MLA/CSE
• Guidelines for Editors of Scholarly Editions, 

2011
• Considering the scholarly edition in the digital 

age: a white paper …, 2015

• DFG: funding criteria for scholarly editions 
in literary studies, 2015







Criteria for Evaluation

0.    frame of application

1. preliminaries

2. subject and content

3. aims and methods

4. publication

5. conclusion



Criteria for Evaluation

frame of application
• definition of SDE: see above

• what’s in – what’s out?
• in: wide range of material, approaches, schools

• out: digital libraries / archives, corpora, 
retrospectively digitized editions

• “scholarly”
• critical stance; academic quality

• make your approach explicit; state your rules 
and act accordingly



Criteria for Evaluation

application of criteria
• general criteria & special criteria

• consider the background / conditions

• material, transmission

• theory and method

• goals and aims

• resources (time & money)

• mature publication vs. suggestions for 
improvement

• problem of double qualification



Criteria for Evaluation

preliminaries / opening the review

• profile of the reviewer (bias, competences)

• bibliographic description

• general introduction: 
what is the edition about?

• general framework of the edition:
participants, roles, resources



Criteria for Evaluation

subject and content

• what does the edition contain?
• primary material

• edited material

• critical material

• additional material

• how does the edition relate to research?



Criteria for Evaluation

aims and methods

• theory approach? editorial school

• representation of documents and texts

• critical input: textual criticism, indexing, 
commentary

• data models



Criteria for Evaluation

publication I

• technical infrastructure

• interface and usability 
(text presentation, browse, search, 
indices, special features)

• metadata and interlinkage

• documentation



Criteria for Evaluation

publication II

• identification & citation

• licenses and rights

• spin-off, export formats, re-use, 
technical interfaces 

• future outlook and sustainability



Criteria for Evaluation

conclusion

• terminology 
discussion: 
labeling and 
classification



Criteria for Evaluation

conclusion

• terminology discussion: labeling and 
classification

• realization of self set aims

• general requirements / state of the art

• specific contribution / particularities

• usability, usefulness, quality

• suggestions for improvement





ride – a review journal for digital 
editions and resources

• three issues, fourth in preparation

• goal: biannual publication

• five articles per issue

• blind peer review process

• fact sheets & tags

• managing editor, additional editors, guest 
editors, review-reviewers



empirical data?



ride – a review journal for digital 
editions and resources

• crediting and acknowledgment?
real research articles in an international peer 
reviewed journal!

• published online (ISSN, DOIs forthcoming); 
PDF in institutional repository (?), printed 
volumes (?)

• open for reviews!
– suggested editions vs. free choice
– language policy

• special issues are possible



Conclusion

• large body of more or less experimental 
digital editions

• large body of theory reflection

• increasing convergence in theory, methods 
and practice

• digital editions not as an exception but the 
rule

• towards a stabilized best practice? Towards 
standard solutions?



?


